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PETER HINTZ

Abstract. We show that a stationary solution of the Einstein–Maxwell equa-

tions which is close to a non-degenerate Reissner–Nordström–de Sitter solution
is in fact equal to a slowly rotating Kerr–Newman–de Sitter solution. The

proof uses the non-linear stability of the Kerr–Newman–de Sitter family of

black holes with small angular momenta, recently established by the author,
together with an extension argument for Killing vector fields. Our black hole

uniqueness result only requires the solution to have high but finite regularity;

in particular, we do not make any analyticity assumptions.

1. Introduction

Let (M, g, F ) be a smooth stationary solution of the Einstein–Maxwell system

Ric(g) + Λg = 2T (g, F ), dF = 0, δgF = 0, (1.1)

with M a 4-manifold, g a Lorentzian metric with signature (+,−,−,−), and F
a 2-form on M ; here T (g, F )µν = −FµλFνλ + 1

4gµνFκλF
κλ is the electromagnetic

energy-momentum tensor, and Λ is the cosmological constant, which we will take to
be positive and fixed. If (M, g, F ) is close to a non-degenerate Reissner–Nordström–
de Sitter (RNdS) black hole in a neighborhood of the domain of outer communi-
cations (more precisely, close to the future development of RNdS initial data on a
spacelike hypersurface intersecting and extending a bit past the future event and
cosmological horizons), we show that (M, g, F ) is isometric to a slowly rotating
Kerr–Newman–de Sitter (KNdS) black hole. We deduce this from the full non-
linear stability result proved by the author in [Hin16]. To state our theorem, we
introduce

Mε = [0,∞)t∗ × (r0 + ε, r1 − ε)r × S2,

Σε = {0} × (r0 + ε, r1 − ε)× S2 ⊂Mε,

with 0 < r0 < r1 specified below, and

M = M0, Σ = Σ0.

Denote the parameters of a KNdS black hole by b = (M•,a, Qe, Qm), where M• > 0
is its mass, a ∈ R3 its angular momentum per unit mass, and Qe, Qm ∈ R are its
electric and magnetic charge. Let b0 = (M•,0,0, Qe,0, Qm,0) denote the parameters
of a fixed non-degenerate RNdS black hole, see [Hin16, Definition 3.1], which thus
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has an event horizon at r = rb0,− and a cosmological horizon at r = rb0,+ > rb0,−.
We choose r0 and r1 such that

r0 + 8ρ < rb0,− < rb0,+ < r1 − 8ρ

for a fixed small ρ > 0, and such that moreover the Cauchy horizon (which exists
if Q2

e + Q2
m > 0) of the RNdS black hole lies in r < r0 − ρ. We only consider

parameters b which are close to b0. The KNdS family, recalled below, is then a
smooth family (gb, Fb) of solutions of (1.1) on the fixed manifold M ; the vector
field ∂t∗ is Killing in the sense that L∂t∗ gb = 0 and L∂t∗Fb = 0 for all b. We
assume that the event, resp. cosmological, horizon of gb is located at r = rb,−, resp.
r = rb,+, with rb,± ∈ (r0 +8ρ, r1−8ρ), and that the Cauchy horizon of gb is located
in r < r0 − ρ; this holds for b sufficiently close to b0.

Lastly, if ψ : Σε → M is any smooth map, so ψ(x) = (ψT (x), ψX(x)) with ψT

real-valued and ψX taking values in (r0, r1)×S2, we define its stationary extension

to be the map ψ̃ : [0,∞)t∗ × Σε →M ,

ψ̃(t∗, x) = (ψT (x) + t∗, ψ
X(x)), x ∈ Σε.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose (g, F ) is a smooth solution of the Einstein–Maxwell system
(1.1) on M which is stationary with respect to ∂t∗ , i.e. L∂t∗ (g, F ) = 0. Suppose
moreover that (g, F ) is close to (gb0 , Fb0) in the topology of Cm for some large
fixed m. Then there exist parameters b close to b0 and a smooth hypersurface
Σ′ ⊂ M , together with a smooth map ψ : Σ7ρ → Σ′ ⊂ M ρ-close in C0 to the map

(t∗, x) 7→ (t∗ + 1, x) such that for the stationary extension ψ̃ of ψ, we have

ψ̃∗(gb, Fb) = (g, F ).

See Figure 1. Here, we define Cm using the embedding M ↪→ R4 by means of
polar coordinates. If one merely assumes (g, F ) to have fixed but high regularity,
the conclusion remains valid, only with ψ having finite (but high) regularity only.
The conclusion cannot be strengthened: If ψ : Σε →M , ε ≥ 0 small, is any smooth

map, close to the time 1 translation map, with stationary extension ψ̃, then (g, F ) =

ψ̃∗(gb, Fb) satisfies the assumptions of the theorem (after slightly shrinking the size
of the interval [r0, r1] and thus of M), and the conclusion holds for ψ and Σ′ = ψ(Σ).

(g, F )

Σ7ρ

r0 r1

t∗ = c.

r0 r1

(gb, Fb)
H+ H+

rb,− rb,+
Σ

Σ′

i+

ψ

Figure 1. Left: The given stationary solution (g, F ), drawn in a
Penrose diagrammatic fashion together with a level set of t∗. Right:
Penrose diagram of a KNdS solution (gb, Fb), with event horizon
H+, cosmological horizon H+, and future infinity i+. Red: The

stationary extension ψ̃ of the map ψ : Σ7ρ → Σ′ pulls the KNdS
solution back to the given one.
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In Boyer–Lindquist coordinates, a KNdS solution (gb, Fb) with magnetic charge
Qm = 0 and a = |a| takes the form

gb = −ρ2
b

(dr2

µ̃b
+
dθ2

κb

)
+

µ̃b
(1 + λb)2ρ2

b

(dt− a sin2 θ dφ)2

− κb sin2 θ

(1 + λb)2ρ2
b

(a dt− (r2 + a2) dφ)2,

where we use polar coordinates φ ∈ R/2πZ and θ ∈ (0, π) on S2, and

λb =
Λa2

3
, κb = 1 + λ cos2 θ, ρ2

b = r2 + a2 cos2 θ,

µ̃b = (r2 + a2)
(

1− Λr2

3

)
− 2M•r + (1 + λb)

2Q2
e;

the radii rb,− < rb,+ are the two largest roots of µ̃b. The 4-potential is

Ăb = −Qer
ρ2
b

(dt− a sin2 θ dφ),

and the electromagnetic tensor is correspondingly given by Fb = dĂb. These ex-
pressions for gb and Fb are singular at the horizons rb,±, but a simple change of
coordinates removes these singularities, giving an extension of (gb, Fb) to M ; see
[Hin16, §3.2] for details. KNdS solutions with non-zero magnetic charge can be con-
structed from magnetically uncharged solutions using the electric-magnetic duality,
as described in [Hin16, §3.3].

Theorem 1.1 is a rigidity theorem for stationary black holes in the Einstein–
Maxwell theory in the smooth category and without symmetry assumptions. In
the case of Λ = 0, rigidity of the Kerr–Newman family was proved by Wong in his
thesis [Won09b] — conditional on a technical assumption, see [Won09b, item (T) in
§4.4] — using a tensorial characterization of Kerr–Newman black holes [Won09a].
These results built on the work on rigidity theorems for Kerr spacetimes, in the
context of the Einstein vacuum equations and under smallness assumptions on the
angular momentum or the Mars–Simons tensor, by Alexakis–Ionescu–Klainerman
[AIK10, AIK14], which in turn relied on earlier work by Ionescu–Klainerman [IK09].
See also [WY14]. These works make certain geometric assumptions in particular on
the structure of the future and past event horizons. While we do not explicitly make
such assumptions in the statement of Theorem 1.1, they are in fact automatically
satisfied, as a careful analysis of the solution produced by the main theorem of
[Hin16] shows; this will be discussed elsewhere.

Earlier uniqueness results for the Kerr spacetime by Hawking and Ellis [HE73],
Carter [Car71], and Robinson [Rob75], as well as later work by Mazur [Maz82] on
the rigidity of Kerr–Newman black holes, relied on the restrictive assumption of
real analyticity of the metric and the electromagnetic field. We refer the reader to
the reviews [Rob09, CCH12] for further results and references.

Proving uniqueness for the linearized Einstein(–Maxwell) equations amounts to
performing a mode stability analysis at 0 frequency, which was done by Vishvesh-
wara [Vis70], Moncrief [Mon75], and Kodama [Kod04] in various contexts. Via the
non-linear stability theorem, a key ingredient of our proof of Theorem 1.1 is the anal-
ysis of (generalized) 0 frequency modes for linear perturbations of non-degenerate
RNdS black holes in the spirit of the work by Kodama–Ishibashi [KI03, KI04] on
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perturbations of Schwarzschild–de Sitter and RNdS spacetimes; we do however need
the full strength of [Hin16] in the argument presented here.

Using the Kerr–de Sitter (KdS) stability result with Vasy [HV16b], our argu-
ments also prove the uniqueness of slowly rotating KdS black holes. Furthermore,
as pointed out in [Hin16, Remark 1.2], non-linear stability for perturbations of
slowly rotating KdS or KNdS black holes also holds for the Einstein(–Maxwell)
equations coupled to a massless or massive scalar field. Correspondingly, pertur-
bative uniqueness results, analogous to Theorem 1.1, hold for such black holes.
(When coupling to a massive scalar field, the restriction to small angular momenta
in Theorem 1.1 is likely necessary — with the smallness depending on the mass of
the scalar field —, as the construction of time-periodic perturbations of Kerr black
holes by Chodosh and Shlapentokh-Rothman [CSR15] suggests.)

We close this introduction by recalling the non-linear stability result for KNdS
black holes [Hin16]: We take Σ = {t∗ = 0} as the Cauchy surface for the formulation
of the initial value problem of the Einstein–Maxwell system. We denote initial data
on Σ by (h, k,E,B), where h is a Riemannian metric on Σ, k a symmetric 2-tensor,
and E and B are 1-forms, assumed to be smooth. A metric g and a 2-form F
on M , satisfying the Einstein–Maxwell system (1.1), are said to induce these data
provided h = −i∗g, with i : Σ ↪→M the inclusion, and k are the metric and second
fundamental form of Σ induced by g, respectively, and if for the future unit normal
N to Σ, we have E = −i∗iNF and B = ?hi

∗F . The constraint equations are
necessary and sufficient conditions for a local solution of this initial value problem
to exist; see [Hin16, equations (2.14)–(2.15)] for their form in the present context.

Theorem 1.2. (See [Hin16, Theorem 9.2 and Remark 9.3].) Fix the parameters
b0 of a non-degenerate RNdS spacetime. Then there exists α > 0 such that the
following holds: Suppose (h, k,E,B) are smooth initial data on Σ, satisfying the
constraint equations, which are close, in the topology of H21, to the initial data
induced by the non-degenerate RNdS solution (gb0 , Fb0). Then there exist a smooth
global forward solution (g, F ) of the Einstein–Maxwell system, attaining the given
initial data on Σ, and KNdS parameters b = (M•,a, Qe, Qm) close to b0, such that

g = gb + g̃, A = Ab + Ã,

where g̃ ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M ;S2T ∗M) and F̃ ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M ; Λ2T ∗M) are exponentially

decaying. Moreover, b, g̃ and F̃ depend continuously on (h, k,E,B).

Here, C∞b denotes bounded functions (or sections of a vector bundle) which
are bounded together will all their coordinate derivatives, using the embedding
M ↪→ R4. The continuous dependence is not explicitly stated in the reference, but
is automatic for the Nash–Moser iteration scheme employed there, see also [HV16b,
Theorem 11.2]. Since we do not track the number of derivatives on the data which

need to be controlled in order to control a fixed Cm norm of (g̃, Ã), we work with
Cm spaces of high but unspecified regularity m ∈ N in Theorem 1.1 and in our
arguments below; in principle however one could specify a numerical value for m
by a careful study of the proof of the Nash–Moser iteration scheme.

In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we use this non-linear stability result as follows:
If in Theorem 1.2 we take as data the initial data of a stationary solution (g, F )
which are close to non-degenerate RNdS data, then the solution (g′, F ′) given by
Theorem 1.2 asymptotes to a stationary slowly rotating KNdS solution (gb, Fb);
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however, (g′, F ′) itself is stationary — since it is the same as (g, F ), up to diffeo-
morphism equivalence — and hence must in fact be equal to (gb, Fb), again up to
diffeomorphism equivalence. We implement this idea in §§2 and 3.

Acknowledgments. I am grateful to András Vasy and Maciej Zworski for useful
discussions, and to the Miller Institute at the University of California, Berkeley, for
support.

2. Extension of Killing vector fields

Given a solution (g, F ) of equation (1.1) on a globally hyperbolic spacetime
(M, g) with Cauchy surface Σ ⊂M , we show:

Proposition 2.1. Let U be an open neighborhood of Σ, and suppose that V0 ∈ V(U)
is a smooth vector field such that LV0

g = 0 and LV0
F = 0 in U . Then there exists

a unique global extension V ∈ V(M) of V0 such that LV g = 0 and LV F = 0.

Proof. Let V be any vector field, and define the 2-tensor, resp. 2-form

π := LV g, ϕ := LV F.
Denote by φs the time s flow of V . Due to the diffeomorphism invariance of the
Einstein–Maxwell system, we have

0 =
d

ds

(
Ric(φ∗sg) + Λφ∗sg − 2T (φ∗sg, φ

∗
sF )

)∣∣
s=0

= DgRic(π) + Λπ − 2DgT (π, F )− 2DFT (g, ϕ).

We then recall from [GL91, equation (2.4)] the formula DgRic = 1
2�g−δ

∗
gδgGg+Rg,

where Ggu = u − 1
2g trg u is the trace reversal, (δ∗gw)µν = 1

2 (wµ;ν + wν;µ) the
symmetric gradient, and

(Rgh)µν = Rµκλνh
κλ +

1

2
(Ricµκhν

κ + Ricνκhµ
κ)

is a zeroth order operator. Aiming to derive a wave equation for π, we note that

δgGgπ = δgGgLV g = 2δgGgδ
∗
gV = (�g − Ric(g))V.

Thus, if V satisfies the equation

(�g − Ric(g))V = 0, (2.1)

then δgGgπ ≡ 0, hence π satisfies the wave equation(
�g + 2Λ + 2Rg − 4DgT (·, F )

)
(π) = 4DFT (g, ϕ). (2.2)

(Conversely, if V is a Killing extension of V0, then π = 0, hence V satisfies equa-
tion (2.1), which proves the uniqueness of the extension V .)

Next, we observe that dφ∗sF ≡ 0, hence dϕ = 0, and

0 =
d

ds
(δφ∗sgφ

∗
sF )|s=0 = δgϕ+ (Dgδ(·)(π))(F ),

hence, we have the wave equation

(dδg + δgd)ϕ = −d(Dgδ(·)(π))(F ), (2.3)

for any choice of V . Note that while up to second derivatives of π appear in this
equation, ϕ in (2.2) appears only undifferentiated. Thus, energy estimates do apply
to the coupled system (2.2)–(2.3) of wave equations: One estimates π in Hs and ϕ
in Hs−1. (See the discussion around [Tay96, equation (8.42)].)
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To prove the existence of V , we solve the wave equation (2.1) with V = V0 near
Σ; since we have π = 0 and ϕ = 0 near Σ, and since π and ϕ solve the coupled
system (2.2)–(2.3) of linear wave equations, we conclude that π ≡ 0 and ϕ ≡ 0 on
M . �

3. Proof of the main theorem

Let D := (h, k,E,B) denote the initial data induced on Σ by the given smooth
stationary solution (g, F ). By assumption, D is close (in a high regularity Cm norm)
to the data Db0 induced on Σ by the RNdS solution (gb0 , Fb0). Let (g′, F ′) denote
the forward solution of the Einstein–Maxwell system, with initial data D on Σ,
given by Theorem 1.2, thus there exist black hole parameters b with

g̃ := g′ − gb ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M ;S2T ∗M), F̃ := F ′ − Fb ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M ;T ∗M). (3.1)

By uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem, (g′, F ′) and (g, F ) represent
the same solution. More precisely:

Lemma 3.1. Fix m ∈ N, then there exists m′ ∈ N such that the following holds:
If D is sufficiently close to Db0 in Cm′ , then there exist a neighborhood U of Σ4ρ

in M and a diffeomorphism φ : U → φ(U) with φ|Σ4ρ
= Id and such that φ∗g′ = g

and φ∗F ′ = F . Embedding M ↪→ R4 by means of (t∗, r, ω) 7→ (t∗, rω) ∈ R×R3, the
smooth function φ− Id is small in Cm(U ;R4).

Moreover, the Killing vector field V = φ∗(∂t∗) for (g′, F ′), defined in φ(U), takes
the form V = (1 + f)∂t∗ + V1, with the smooth function f and the smooth vector
field V1 small in Cm(φ(U)).

Proof. Denote by N and N ′ the future unit normal vector fields on Σ with respect to
g and g′, respectively. For small δ > 0, the normal exponential map Σρ × (−δ, δ) 3
(x, s) 7→ expgx(sN) (defined with respect to the metric g) is a diffeomorphism onto
its image; pulling g back by this map, we have

g =

(
1 0
0 −h

)
,

and at Σ

k = −1

2
∂sh|s=0, F = E ∧ ds− ?hB.

We can perform the same construction for the metric g′ and the map (x′, s′) 7→
expg

′

x′(s
′N ′). Define the diffeomorphism φ0 : (x, s) 7→ (x′, s′) by x′ = x, s′ = s; this

is well-defined in a neighborhood of Σ2ρ. Since g and g′ induce the same initial
data pointwise on Σ, g and g′0 := φ∗0g

′, defined near Σ2ρ, have the same 1-jet on
Σ2ρ. By the same token, F and F ′0 := φ∗0F

′ agree on Σ2ρ; in fact, since they satisfy
Maxwell’s equations with respect to the metrics g and g′0, respectively, their 1-jets
agree.

Define now the map φ1 to be the solution of the (semilinear) wave map equation

�g′0,gφ
1 = 0,

with trivial initial data, i.e. φ1|Σ3ρ
= Id and Dφ1|Σ3ρ

= IdTΣ3ρ
. (See [HV16b,

Remark 2.1] for the notation.) On a neighborhood of Σ3ρ, φ
1 is a diffeomorphism

onto its image, which we denote by U . Let φ1 = (φ1)−1 and φ = φ0 ◦ φ1, then
the identity map IdU : U → U induces a wave map (U , φ∗g′) = (U , φ∗1g′0) → (U , g);
of course, IdU also induces a wave map (U , g) → (U , g). By the local (pointwise!)
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uniqueness for the Einstein–Maxwell system in this wave map gauge, i.e. with g as
a background metric (see [Hin16, §2.2]), we conclude that (g, F ) = φ∗(g′, F ′) near
Σ4ρ, as desired.

The smallness claims follow from the continuity part of Theorem 1.2, together
with the observation that the above construction in the case (g′, F ′) = (g, F ) pro-
duces the map φ ≡ Id. �

Since the Killing vector field V on (g′, F ′) is in general not equal to ∂t∗ , the
global existence of V as a Killing field is not automatic at this point; but using
Proposition 2.1 for (g′, F ′), i.e. solving the wave equation

(�g′ − Ric(g′))V = 0, (3.2)

we can extend V from a neighborhood of Σ4ρ to a Killing vector field satisfying
LV F ′ = 0. Here, we assume that the future domain of dependence of Σ4ρ with
respect to g′ contains a neighborhood M5ρ of the black hole exterior region, which
holds for sufficiently small perturbations of the RNdS data Db0 ; the vector field V
is then defined in M5ρ.

In what follows, the exponential decay rate α > 0 will be made smaller as
necessary, hence may change from line to line.

Lemma 3.2. The vector field V takes the form

V = C∂t∗ +R+ Ṽ , (3.3)

where C > 0 is a constant, R ∈ V(S2) ⊂ V(M5ρ) is a rotational Killing field, and

Ṽ ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M5ρ;TM5ρ). Moreover, |C − 1| is small, R is a small rotation, and

Ṽ has small norm in e−αt∗C0(M5ρ;TM5ρ).

Proof. Assume first that g′ is stationary, or more generally a smooth b-metric on
the compactification of M5ρ defined by letting τ = e−t∗ , and adding τ = 0 as a
boundary at future infinity; equivalently, assume that the coefficients of g′ (and
thus of g̃ in (3.1)), as a metric on R4, extend to smooth functions of (τ, r, ω) down
to τ = 0. Since equation (3.2) agrees with the tensor wave operator on 1-forms up
to sub-subprincipal terms, the main result of [Hin17] applies, showing that V has
an asymptotic expansion

V (t∗, x) =

N∑
j=1

Vj(t∗, x) + Ṽ (t, x), Vj(t∗, x) =

dj∑
l=0

e−iσjt∗tl∗Vjl(x), (3.4)

where N ∈ Z≥0, the σj ∈ C are pairwise distinct resonances, Imσj ≥ 0, Vjk ∈
C∞(Σ5ρ;TΣ5ρ

M5ρ), Vjdj 6≡ 0, and Ṽ ∈ e−αt∗C∞b (M5ρ;TM5ρ); here α > 0 is a fixed
small number. Since g′ is stationary up to a remainder which is exponentially
decaying in t∗, the Killing equation LV g′ = 2δ∗g′V = 0 implies that for each j =
1, . . . , N , the generalized mode Vj satisfies the Killing equation δ∗gbVj = 0. However,
the only Killing vector fields of gb are ∂t∗ and ∂φ if the black hole with parameters
b has non-zero angular momentum, and all rotational vector fields on S2 for non-
rotating black holes. This forces σj = 0 and dj = 1, hence we conclude that (3.3)
holds for some C ∈ R.

Observe now that if the initial data were the ones induced by the RNdS solution
(gb0 , Fb0), then we would have (g′, F ′) = (gb0 , Fb0), the local diffeomorphism φ
constructed in Lemma 3.1 would be the identity, and the Killing vector field V

would be V = ∂t∗ , so C = 1, R = 0, and Ṽ = 0 in (3.3). The smallness assertions
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then follow from the continuous dependence of the resonance expansion (3.4) on the
coefficients of the operator in equation (3.2) and on the initial data, see [HV16b,
§5.1.2] for details.

In general, we only have the regularity stated in (3.1) for g′, i.e. conormality
instead of smoothness on the compactification of M5ρ. In this case, one first notes
that energy estimates immediately give V ∈ e`t∗L2(M5ρ;TM5ρ) for some ` � 0,
and in fact V ∈ e`t∗C∞b by propagation of b-singularities, see [HV16a, Lemma 5.2].
One then has a partial expansion of the form (3.4), with ` − α < Imσj < ` and

a remainder Ṽ ∈ e(`−α)t∗C∞b , see the proof of [HV16a, Theorem 5.6]. As long
as ` − α > 0, the above arguments show that the partial expansion must vanish

identically, implying an improved decay rate for V = Ṽ . Iterating this argument,
one obtains V ∈ e`t∗C∞b for all ` > 0, and in the next iterative step, one obtains
the partial expansion (3.3), as desired. �

Rescaling V and redefining R and Ṽ , we thus have

V = ∂t∗ +R+ Ṽ .

Denote by φs the time s flow of V , and let φ0
s be the time s flow of ∂t∗ + R, so

φ0
s(t∗, x) = (t∗ + s, esRx).

Lemma 3.3. Define the neighborhoods

Uj = (r0 + (8− j)ρ, r1 − (8− j)ρ)× S2 ⊂ R3, j = 1, 2

of Σ9ρ. If the data D are sufficiently close to Db0 in a sufficiently high Cm norm,
then:

(1) The flow φs maps [0,∞)t∗ × U1 → [0,∞)t∗ × U2 for all s ≥ 0.
(2) Let W = ( 1

2 ,
3
2 )t∗ × U1, and write

φs(t∗, x) = φ0
s(ψs(t∗, x))

for (t∗, x) ∈ W, s ≥ 0. Then the limit

ψ∞(t∗, x) := lim
s→∞

ψs(t∗, x) ∈ R4

exists and defines a smooth function satisfying ‖ψ∞ − Id ‖L∞ < ρ. More-
over, the convergence is exponentially fast, that is, ψs(t∗, x)− ψ∞(t∗, x) ∈
e−αsC0

b([0,∞)s; C∞(W;R4)).

Proof. The estimates |V t∗− 1| ≤ εe−αt∗ < 1/2, |V r| ≤ εe−αt∗ , with ε > 0 small for
D close to Db0 , imply that for the r-coordinate r(φs(t∗, x)), we have

|r(φs(t∗, x))− r(φ0(t∗, x))| ≤
∫ s

0

εe−α(s′/2) ds′ ≤ 2ε

α
< ρ.

This proves (1). Next, note that ψs(t∗, x) = (φ0
s)
−1(φs(t∗, x)) is well-defined for

all s ≥ 0 by part (1). Estimates similar to the previous one show that, for ε small
enough,

‖ψs − Id ‖C0b([0,∞)s;C0(W ;R4)) < ρ,

and moreover

ψs − Id ∈ C0
b([0,∞)s; Ck(W ;R4)) (3.5)
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for all k ∈ Z≥0. Decomposing Ṽ = Ṽ T∂t∗ + Ṽ X , with Ṽ X a spatial vector field,
and writing ψs = (ψTs , ψ

X
s ) for the time and spatial components, respectively, ψs

satisfies the ODE

∂sψs = (Ṽ T , (e−sR)∗Ṽ
X)(ψTs + s, esRψXs )

with initial condition ψ0 = Id. In view of (3.5) and the decay properties of Ṽ , this
gives ∂sψs ∈ e−αsC0

b([0,∞)s; Ck(W ;R4)) for all k, and hence the conclusion. �

By definition of V , we have φ∗s(g
′, F ′) = (g′, F ′) in W for all s. Hence, taking

the limit as s→∞ in the topology of C∞(W), we have

(g′, F ′) = lim
s→∞

(
φ∗s(gb, Fb) + φ∗s(g̃, F̃ )

)
= ψ∗∞(gb, Fb),

where for the second equality we used that the pull-back by φ0
s preserves (gb, Fb).

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
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